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deduced dynamically from historical measurements, for user
clustering.

Monitoring in the 2010’s
Figure 4. Mock-up of the game (tablet version) in the home environment.
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Figure 5. Mock-up of the dashboard (tablet version) in the home
environment.
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The access to energy consumption and performance
values is enabled in multiple ways: by selecting household
appliances in the star structure that represents the set of
monitored devices (Figure 5), or by selecting a consumption
category (e.g., heating, lighting, appliances, sockets, etc.).
Ener-SCAPE includes a feedback system to the end
users, both in the home and in the building/campus contexts,
in a personalised way to increase the awareness of the impact
of their energy consumption actions. This approach is used
in several ways and in a dedicated manner for the different
actors in the system, e.g., suggesting:
• in the home environment, which appliance the user is
using or has just used, and which device has exceeded a
fixed threshold;
• inside the building/campus, the ineffective use of
heating systems in relation to the outside temperature.
The feedback is made available to users on the dashboard
in the form of “hints” (see Figure 5).
The monitoring dashboard shows the consumption
trends, both cumulatively and per device. Users can also
compare their current consumption with their historical
consumption, as showed in Figure 6 and Figure 7 that depict
the dashboard for smartphones.
The game version for an office environment (see Figure 8
for a mock-up of the PC version) has only one significant
difference from the one for the home environment: it is an
escape game played in teams. Thus, we had the chance to
exploit the potentiality of collaborative learning in serious
games [38]. Moreover, teams play against one another. In
this way, we had also the chance to take advantage from
recent studies results: Cagiltay et al. [39] have showed that
creating a competition environment in a serious game makes
motivation of learners improve significantly.

Arnone 2015, ESCAPE

Kritikos et al., ACM Computing Surveys, 2013
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THEME HERE
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Figure 7. Energy consumption variation diagrams (smartphone version).

Figure 6. Energy consumption diagrams (smartphone version).
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processes according to dynamically changing
user preferences and context.2-4 Here, we focus
on how PAWS selects and adapts candidate
services for a composed process. In addition,
we describe its annotations for exploiting runtime flexibility. PAWS provides flexibility in
terms of optimization, mediation, and selfhealing functionalities. Our framework is general; developers can extend it by introducing
domain-dependent service annotations with
QoS and context definitions.

The PAWS framework
Figure 1 shows the design-time and runtime
modules that constitute the PAWS framework.
In PAWS, both service discovery and service
selection are driven not only by functional aspects (what the service should do), but also by
nonfunctional aspects (how the service should
work). Regarding the latter, all PAWS modules
rely on a shared QoS model5 to express global
40
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and local QoS constraints, to discover the set
of candidate services, and to select the most
suitable services.
The QoS model’s goal is to provide an extensible way to express the quality of tasks and the
overall process. A QoS dimension represents a
specific quality aspect, such as response time,
cost, or availability. The QoS model specifies a
quality dimension using
■
■
■
■

■

a name,
a metric,
a range of admissible values (either interval or categorical),
a utility function that states how the QoS
varies with respect to the dimension’s assumed values, and
any domain-dependent QoS properties.

We assume that a service’s quality and functional
description is published in the service registry.
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Improve the energy efficiency in data centers and clouds and

decrease CO2 emissions

•

Key concepts:
• Energy
eﬃciency
• Green
related
indicators
• Monitoring
• Adapta4on
ac4ons
European projects: GAMES, ECO2Clouds
http://eco2clouds.eu
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The Need for QoS Information in the Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA)
Many WS with similar functionaly

Service
Provider
(Supplier,
Server)
3. Bind
It is used for
management
(monitoring
and control)
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1. Publish
It differentiates
from competitors

Service
Consumer
(Requester,
Client)

Service
Registry
(Broker,
Directory)
2. Find
It determines
the best match
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S-Cube Life-Cycle Model

© S-Cube – 7

Monitoring

Needs a systematic approach
To be inserted in the life-cycle
– in the design phase
Main issues:
1. What
2. Usage
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Monitoring

Needs a systematic approach
To be inserted in the life-cycle
– in the design phase
Main issues:
1. What
2. Usage
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WHAT TO MONITOR
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Quality parameters/attributes/dimensions

Usually are application dependent
In some case could be only observable
In some other case could be also controllable
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Meta-model for SQM

Kri4kos et al., CSUR, 2013
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Monitoring characteristics / meta-data

- Sampling frequency
- Where it is controlled
- Close to the data
- Quality of monitored data
- Timeliness
- Accuracy
- Completeness
- Availability
- ….
13
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An example for controlling quality

Zhou et al., Suppor4ng Service Adapta4on in Fault Tolerant
Internet of Things, SOCA 2015
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Issues

Faults are not only concerning availability
- Data quality (accuracy)
- Occasional errors, intermittent faults
- Systematic errors
- stuck-at faults, multiplicative faults, drift faults
- Timeliness
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Summary on WHAT

- Definition of monitored variables
- Measuring values
- How often
- Where
- Provider
- Selection of sources
- Design of quality evaluation for monitored data
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Monitoring

Needs a systematic approach
To be inserted in the life-cycle
– in the design phase
Main issues:
1. What
2. Usage
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USAGE OF MONITORED DATA

9

1:38

K. Kritikos et al.
Table IX. Summary of the Comparison Criteria of the SLA and Service Contract Languages

Life-Cycle
Activity
Description

Matchmaking

Criteria
Formalism
Coverage
Reusability
Composability
Metric Definition
Alternatives
Soft Constraints
Matchmaking Metric

Summary
The language’s description formalism
The ability to express functional and quality terms
The ability to represent SLA templates and other
reusability constructs
The ability to represent composite SLAs
The ability to define quality metrics
The ability to express alternative SLs
The ability to express soft SLOs that may be violated
Definition of the way SLAs produced by a specific
language must be compared
The ability to represent any information to be used for
negotiation establishment
The ability to define which SLA parts are negotiable and
in what way
The ability to define the party responsible of producing a
metric’s measurements
The ability to define the production frequency of a metric’s
measurements
The ability to define the party responsible of SLO
evaluation
The ability to define conditions that must hold in order to
assess an SLO
The ability to express the party in charge of delivering
what is promised in an SLO
The ability to express the assessment frequency of an SLO
The ability to express the time period in which the SLO is
guaranteed
The ability to express corrective actions to be carried out
when an SLO is violated
The ability to express penalties incurred when one party
violates its promises
The ability to express rewards incurred when one party
overwhelms its promise
The ability to express actions concerning the final SLA
outcome
The ability to express the period where an SLA is valid
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Meta-Negotiation
Negotiation
Assessment
and settlement
Negotiability
Monitoring

Metric Provider
Metric Schedule
Condition Evaluator

Assessment

Qualifying Condition
Obliged
Assessment Schedule
Validity Period
Recovery Actions
Penalties

Settlement

Rewards
Settlement Actions

Archive

Validity Period

type in SLs, which concerns the constraint consistency. As SLs are composed from the
logical combinations of SLOs, it must be checked if this combination is meaningful
and correct.
For instance, if two constraints of the form X < a and X > b, where
19 X
Barbara
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is a QoS metric and b > a, are conjunctively combined then metric X would not be
allowed to take any value from its value type, so the produced SL would not be valid.
This problem is exacerbated when arbitrary functions are involved in expressing SLO
constraints. A good solution to this problem would be to transform the SL description
into an appropriate constraint model and then use Constraint Logic Programming
(CLP) (for arbitrary logical combinations of SLOs) or constraint programming (only for
conjunctions of SLOs) techniques [Rossi et al. 2006] to check the constraint model’s
consistency
[Müller at al. 2008].
Usage issues
5.2.1.2. Coverage. SLA and service contract languages should be able to express in
an efficient and complete way both functional and quality terms. The functional term’s
description should include the description of the service functionality, operations, input,

- Identifying eventsACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 46, No. 1, Article 1, Publication date: October 2013.
- Condition evaluation
- Resources and cost
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Usage issues

- Identifying events
- Condition evaluation
- Resources and cost

21
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Identifying events
Assessment – thresholds

Thresholds

QoS
Accepted quality
threshold

t
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Definition of thresholds
*

+Name
+Type
+Importance
+Status
+Acceptance

+minAlarm
1..* +minWarning
+maxWarning
+maxAlarm

1
max'

1

Thresholds

alarming'

0..*
warning'

*

StoredValues

alarming'

alarming'

warning'

min'

Set of thresholds
1 / Red
Green / Yellow

Indicator

warning'

Architectural layer

Indicator normalization
Normalization function that allows soft constraints
Indicator aggregation
Basic Indicator
of monitored
data

Composition
MonitoringMetric
1

+Formula
1

Composed Indicator
1..*
*

+CompositionMetric

Ferreira et. al
“Green performance indicators aggregation through composed weighting system”
ICT-GLOW 2012
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Identifying events
Assessment – trends

Trends

QoS

t
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Depends on:
• Sampling rates
• Periods of evalua4on
24
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In order to represent the diverse event status transitions, Figure 5.6
depicts the diﬀerent states that the event attribute status can assume.
The transition from one state to another is defined through several rules,
which are defined from 1 to 5. As described in the previous section, the
state ready indicates that eci,j has no relation with past ones. The state
new indicates an event occurrence that was not yet managed by an adap6 System
threats
elimination:
adaptation
tation action. The state
wip (work
in progress)
indicates
that selection
actions and model evolution
are under execution and we shall wait for their results. This waiting
time is defined by the action attribute duration. When all actions are
set as ‘finished’, the eci,j assumes the state done. At this point, the event
(ey , isCausedBy, (az , isEnactedBy, ex ))
occurrence remains in this state until the action
approvalPeriod expires,
((az , reducesLikelihoodOf, ex ) ^ (az , increasesLikelihoodOf, ey ))^
which guarantees the action
eﬀectiveness.
Thus, if a new occurrence
(T imestamp(e
y .status = ‘new’) < T imestamp(ex .status = ‘done’) + az .approvalP eriod)
appears regarding to the same event during the approval period, it as(6.1)
sumes the state renew and more actions should be executed. Otherwise,
The diminish predicate notifies a reduction in the likelihood of the
Assessment
the state
ready is assumed and new occurrences are not related to past
event
occurrences,
while the–intensify
predicateof
has
opposite
behavior.
Events
and action
feedback
analysis
identification
new
events
executed
adaptation
actions.
However, the rule is applied only if the first occurrence of ex is within a
certain time slot after az finalization.
This is depicted in Figure 6.4
r2_b
Events
and expressed by the equation T imestamp(ey ) < T imestamp(ex ) +
r1: Adapta4on required
r1_a
r2_a
Ready
New eriod, which ensures
WIP that an incoming ey appeared duraz .approvalP
r2: Ongoing adapta4on
ing az approval period, i.e., ex status was set asr3:‘done’
instead
of ‘ready’
Adapta4on
completed
(az side-eﬀect boundary).
If the post-enactment
analysiss4ll
is required
not able
r4: Adapta4on
r3_a, r3_b
r2_c
r5:
Eﬀec4ve
adapta4on
to
explain
some
side-eﬀects,
the
model
can
be
improved
using
mining
r5_a
mechanisms that are described in the next subsection.
r4_a

Done

Renew

Figure 5.6: Event status transition states
azstart

az.approvalPeriod = az.duration
azend
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az.duration=2

ex,1

ex,2

ex,3
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ex,4

ex,5

ey,1

ex.status=‘wip’
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ex.status=‘new’

Ferreira, Pernici, 2014

ex.status=‘done’
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Figure 6.4: Adaptation action side-eﬀect boundary

6.2.2 FIM to find frequent patterns

Usage issues
Impact relations concern negative eﬀects of one event over one or more

-

goals. A new impact relation event – goal (ex gp ) can be added when
the appearance of an incoming event occurrence coincides with a goal
fulfillment change, like from yellow to red. In some cases, it can be
identified in a straightforward way looking at the event and goal shared
variables.
Identifying
eventsIn this case the rule proposed in Eq. 6.1 is able to identify that.
However, in other cases, it is not so explicit. For instance, let us consider
that the event server payload has a negative impact relation towards

- Condition
138evaluation
- Resources and cost

Barbara Pernici
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Evaluating conditions

Define goals
Some issues
- multiattribute
- user preferences, multiple stakeholders
- context-dependent
Learn from past experience
Heuristics
Barbara Pernici
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Learning goal to goal relations

Learning relations between goals

Vitali et al., 2014
Barbara Pernici
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Selecting actions

-

Self-optimization

Criteria
-

Stability

-

Flexibility

-

Elasticity

Focus
- Dependencies between actions
Barbara Pernici
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Goals as first level citizens

XXX Citare Mylopoulos
Soft goals
Actions to achieve goals

Barbara Pernici

Vitali et al., 2014
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Cost of monitoring

Providers
- What is monitored
- What is monitorable
- New probes
- Ability to set up alarms
- Aggregation functionalities
- Available storage
Costs
- may depend on sampling rate
- On demand new dimensions
Barbara Pernici
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Dimensions can be many…

E.g. Cloudera
106 categories of metrics
Sampling rate for all metrics one minute
Aggregation functions applied
Storage is limited

Barbara Pernici
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Summary on USAGE

Monitoring design issues
- Assessment
- Definition of
- Events
- Goals
- Evaluation infrastructure
- Available resources (for storing monitored data for further
analysis)
- Cost of monitoring
- Actual cost
- Indirect costs (additional load on the system)
Barbara Pernici
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Lessons learnt and future research work
About WHAT

1. Which monitored data?
- Different sources
- Different granularities
- Different quality of data
Ø Creating new sources
Ø Combining existing sources

Barbara Pernici
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Lessons learnt and future research work
About WHAT

1. (bis) Impact of context
- Unrelated sources
- How to find the right sources of data?
- Retrieval
- Metadata
- Value driven

Barbara Pernici
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Lessons learnt and future research work
About WHAT

1. (ter) Understanding monitored variables
Ø Selection of variables
Ø Relationships between variables

Barbara Pernici
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Lessons learnt and future research work
About USAGE

2. Need to coordinate monitoring activities
- Variability in monitoring needs may be variable
- Monitoring activities: to be selected
- Monitoring can have phases
- Not always necessary (e.g. setting up vs running
system)
Ø design a monitoring process, not only a monitoring
system

Barbara Pernici
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Lessons learnt and future research work
About USAGE
3. Monitoring requirements
a) Specification
- Definition of monitoring requirements for different goals
- Requirements related to different types of events and risks
- Selecting variables, sampling rates, granularity, sources, …
- Specify accuracy, completeness, timeliness, ...
b) Control
• Policies
• Assessment
• Satisfying requirements given constraints
– rules
Barbara Pernici
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Current state and needed research

WHAT
1. Which monitored data?
- mature research sector
- selection of monitoring variables is becoming the main issue
USAGE
2. Monitoring processes: Need to coordinate monitoring activities
Monitoring as a process needs investigation
Design criteria for monitoring are needed
3. Specification of monitoring requirements
monitoring requirements need research on informal/semi-formal/formal
models and methods

Barbara Pernici
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QUESTIONS?
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Two monitoring examples

- Cloud monitoring and energy efficiency / environmental impact
- Business processes and data quality
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Cloud monitoring

Energy efficiency (IT)
Environmental impact
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Discussion:
- Monitoring power
consump4on
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Monitoring or modeling?
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However, the opposite trend is obtained for the response time per job, as
shown in Figure 21. The response time per job increases with the increasing of
. The gain in terms of energy is paid by the degradation of the performance.

models
for time
applications
However, theConsumption
opposite trend is obtained
for the response
per job, as
shown in Figure 21. The response time per job increases with the increasing of
. The gain in terms of energy is paid by the degradation of the performance.

Figure 20: Energy per job

Figure 20: Energy per job

Figure 21: Response time per job

We go further to identify the optimal value of
using ERWS. Figure 22 shows the analysis, with ↵ =
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to be assigned to a VM,
= 0.5. In this example,

the minimum of ERWS is obtained with

51
2 [0.35, 0.45]. Therefore,
the optimal

value of

opt

in this case is estimated as:

= 80% . However, the user has

the ability to privilege one aspect over the other (e.g., response time instead of
energy consumption) by appropriately setting the two coefficients ↵ and
Figure 21: Response time per job
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Monitoring businesstoprocesses
be assigned to a VM,

We go further to identify the optimal value of

using ERWS. Figure 22 shows the analysis, with ↵ =

= 0.5. In this example,

the minimum of ERWS is obtained with

2 [0.35, 0.45]. Therefore, the optimal

value of

opt

in this case is estimated as:

= 80% . However, the user has

the ability to privilege
one aspect over
the other (e.g., response time instead of
Monitored
data
energy consumption) by appropriately setting the two coefficients ↵ and

and
– Mining processes
– Process events
33
– KPIs, some examples
• Time
– Starting, ending time, time of events
• GPI (environmental impact)

• Process specific
– Achievement of goals

Barbara Pernici
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Monitoring business processes

Poor quality negatively affects the efficiency and
effectiveness of business processes
Inaccurate data
Incomplete data
Out-of-date data
Process delays

+

+

Money losses
Stakeholders
dissatisfaction
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Quality-aware redesign of the business process

Insert Data Quality blocks inside the process to improve its data
quality level.

+

+

+

QB

+
QB
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Where to monitor? Local checks
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Wher to monitor? Preliminary checks
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Design of the Data Quality Blocks

We defined four types of Data Quality blocks:
•Accuracy Data Quality blocks: they reveal the correctness of the
data values used in the process. We defined accuracy quality
blocks for both textual and numeric data types
•Completeness Data Quality blocks: they search for the “null”
values inside the data sources that are used by the tasks of the
analyzed process.
•Consistency Data Quality blocks: check the consistency among
values (e.g., cities and postal codes)
•Timeliness Data Quality blocks: check the validity of data in
terms of their age and updateness
Barbara Pernici
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Local check

Using the local check, each important ac4vity is checked:
• If data are updated the block is inserted before the ac4vity
• If data are read the block is inserted in parallel

This ﬁrst conﬁgura4on is suitable for simple processes, since such an
accurate monitoring increases the complexity of the process ﬂow and
the execu4on 4me.
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Preliminary Check

Preliminary check takes into account the impact of quality blocks on
execu4on 4me, but has also the goal of preven4ng to insert low quality
values in databases. Therefore this conﬁgura4on envisions that a quality
block is inserted before the execu4on of the process

This solu4on is par4cularly useful for processes that have oeen to deal
with low quality data since quality is monitored and problems are
revealed before the process execu4on
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Where to monitor? Parallel Check

Using Parallel check the quality check is performed in parallel with the
process execu4on, in order to decrease the impact on the execu4on 4me

This solu4on is useful for processes in which quality constraints are most
of the 4me sa4sﬁed. It is also useful if the diﬀerent ac4vi4es are
performed by diﬀerent organiza4ons
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